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I. INTROLNJC‘ I-ION 
Let X. X bc two subsets of 11 with x’ c X and let (L,,),,, L be a sequence ot 
linear positive operators defined on the domain 
C,,(X) := {fE C(X): there exist constants A(f). B(f‘) E 1,. and 
m(f) E I. such that i,f(t)i <A(f) + B(f) tirrrC’) for all 
fEXI 
into C(X). Further we assume that the sequence (L,,),,,,, has the property 
lim L,,(J’: s) =f(s). ,/‘E C,,(X). .Y E .f. 
II b I 
Let now S T C,,(X) be a class of functions, then 
3(L,, : s: s) := sup ‘L,,(f‘: .u) - j’(.U)i. 
IE.5 
s E x. 
is called the local measure of approximation of the class S by the operator 
L,, . 
If there exists a numerical sequence Y,,(f,: S) 4 0 as II -A 03 such that 
A(L,,; s: .u) = C(L: si s) Y,,(L: S) t o,( Y,,(L: S)). rl+co.sE/Y. 
then C(L; S: .u) is designated the local best asymptotic constant 
corresponding to the order ‘f’,,(L: S) of approximation of the class 5’ by the 
operator L,,. When the class S coincides with a Lipschitz class. the constant 
C(L; S: .I-) will be called a local Nikolskii constant. 
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In this paper S will always be one of the following three classes 
Lip(C(X); a; 1) := (f E C(X): if(x + h) -f(x)1 < / hl^, 
vx,x t h E X), O<a,<l: 
Lip*(C(X);u;2) := (JE C(X): IfTx + h) - 2f(x) +f(x) +f(x-h)l:< 2 lhl”, 
vx. .Y It h E X}, O<a<2: 
W”(C(X); a: 1) := {fE C’(X):f’ E Lip(C(X); u; l), O<u<l. 
Another aspect of this paper is to study the approximation of higher order by 
the operator L,. For that purpose we consider the quantity 
with 
kV’(C(X): cL: 1) := {fE C4(X):f’Y’ E Lip(C(X): a; l)}. 
O<a< 1, qEk. 
2. THE LOCAL MEASURE OF APPROXIMAITON 
In this section we shall see that it is sometimes useful to change from the 
given sequence (Ln)nEN to a new sequence (2,,),,,” of positive linear 
operators, which are for suitable functions g formally defined by 
Z,(g;x) :=+(L,,(g;x) t L,,(g(2x- f);x)}, x E 2 (2.1) 
By means of (2.1) we obtain from the assumptions about the rsequence 
(L,),,,,: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Lef X’:=XU(2x-t:xE~.tEX/, rhen (i:,),,,is 
a sequence of positive linear operators from C,,(X’) in C(2) with the 
pr0perr.J 
lim ,T,( g; x) = g(x), g E C,,(X’), x E 2. 
n--x 
In the proofs of our main results we shall require the following Lemma of 
Rathore. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let C, D be two subsets of it? with C c D. Then 
(a) For every fixed x E C and 0 < a < 1 the function J,,,,(t) := 
it-.Y!“. tE D is of class Lip(C(B); a: I). 
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(b) For every fixed x E C and 0 < a < 1 the function g,,,(t) := 
2” ’ sgn(f - x) It - xin, f E D is of’ class Lip(C(B); a; l), where the 
Lipschitz constant 1 is best possible. 
A complete proof of Lemma 2.2 is given in (2; p. 18 ff. j (compare also 
Rathore 15: p. 51 I). 
THEOREM 2.3. (a) rf 
L,(l; x) = 1. x E ‘f, 
then we haue for all x E 2 and 0 < LX < 1 
fl(L,, ; Lip(C(X); a; I ); x) = L,(j t - x1” ; s). 
(b) rf 
L,(l; x) = 1, XEd and L,,(t; x) = x, x E R, 
then we hat’e for all x E 2 
2” ’ 




LJlf --xl’> + ‘;x). 
d(L, ; Wi’(C(X); 1; 1); x) = &((t -x)?; x). 
(cl U‘ 
L,(l; x) = 1. .Y E f, 
then we hate for all x E X 
fl(Z,; Lip(C(X); a; 1); x) = L,(I t - xl”; x). 
d(.E,; Lip*(C(X):a; 2);x)= L,(jt-xj”;x), 
2” ’ 
d(L,; W”(C(X);a; 1),x) ==L,(lt --.Y~“+‘;x), 
THEOREM 2.4. For x E 2 we hate 
d(L,;u;q;x)=A(z,; a;q;x) 
0 < w < 1. (2.3) 
(2.4) 
0 < a < 1, (2.5) 
0 < n ,< 2, (2.6) 
O<a<l. (2.7) 
1 
= _ L,,((I - xy’4; .u), 
(1 + a), 
O<a<l.qE’Necen; (2.8) 
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2” ’ 
------L,,(;t-xl”+“;x),<d(L,;a;q;x) 
(1 + (0, 
1 
G (I + a)(, 
L,(Il - ?clct + y; x), 0 < a < 1, q E N odd: (2.9) 
d(L,,: 1; q:x) = 1 ~ L,(l t - x/Y’ : x). 
(9+ I)! 
9 E bv odd; (2.10) 
2” I 
a,, : a: 9: -y) = ( 1 + “),) -L,,(/t-x(“+Y;x), 0 < a < I, q E h odd, (2.1 1) 
,chere (1 + “)(, := 17; , (k + (1). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) For f E Lip(C(X); a; 1) and x E 2 we 
obtain 
I~,,(./-;-~) -./-(-~)I < ~,(lf(f) -f(x>l; ST) < L,(lf - xl”: -y). 
Now we consider for every fixed .Y Ej the function f,.,Y(t) := (I ~ xl”. 
f E X and by means of Lemma 2.2 we get 
AW, ; Lip( a: 1): -xl > lL,(f,.,; x) -f,..,-(x)1 
= L,,(jr -x/“: x). 
(b) Forf E W”)(C(X); a; 1) and x E i we have 
If(l) -f(x) - f’(x)(t - x)1 < I-’ If’(z) -f’(x)/ dz 
. \ 
and thus 
The first part of inequality (2.2) follows from Lemma 2.2, while 
considering for fixed x E J? the function 
‘cr.,(f) := ++.,- ‘, t E x. 
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(c) From (2.1) we get 
i~,J.l-: -Y) -f(x)1 = #&f(f) - 2J(.u) t f’(2.u - r);s)l 
< i&(1./-(t) - 27”(x) +-(2x - t);;.Y). 
Moreover for f E Lip(C(X’); cx; I), 0 < LI < 1, or J’E Lip*(C(X’); (1: 2). 
0 < CL ,< 2. we have 
whereas for f E W”‘(C(X’); u; 1) there holds 
If(t) - 2f(x) + f(2x - t)l = ,( ’ (j-(x +- u) - f(x - u)) du ( 
On the other hand the function f,,,(t) := it- xl”, t E X’, is an extreme 
function for the class Lip(C(X’): U: 1). 0 < u < 1. and the class 
Lip*(C(X’): a; 2), 0 < a < 2. 
Moreover the function 
is an extreme function for the class W”‘(C(X’); a: I), 0 < u < 1 (cf. 
Lemma 2.2). I 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (a) If f E W’y’(C(X); a; 1) and .Y E 2, then 
(t-.~)~= (’ /(” . . . I(’ {f’“‘(t,)-f(V’(,~))dr, ... dr, (2.12) 
‘I-.1 -1 
and hence 
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From (2.13) follows by the positivity of L, 
1 
d(L,;a;q;x)< (1 +a),L,(If-X:“+42). 
Now for even q E N the function 
1 
h uLx(~> := (1 + a)q If - Xln+y, t E x, 
is an extreme function of the class W’*‘(C(X); a; 1). For odd q E hi the first 
inequality of (2.9) follows from Lemma 2.2, while considering the function 
k w.x(~) := 2”-’ ~p-X~n+4, (1 + “,& t E x. 
(b) Let f E W’*‘(C(X’); a; 1) and x E 2. Then, putting ti :== 2x - zi 
(i = l...., q), t = 2x - U, we obtain from (2.12) 
f(2,y-u)- + q2 
k-0 . 
(x - u)” 
(2.14) 
.u .zq .z> 
=.)/-I* t-_!.1 (-l)“(f’9’(2x-z,)-f@‘(X)}dZ, . ..dz... 
With respect to (2.1) we get from (2.12) and (2.14) for even q 
= + L, 
I i 
j-(t) - \“- fq9 
k-0 ' 
(t - X)k; x) 
+L, 
t 
‘- f(2x-t)- \ ~(x~,,k;x) 1 
PO . 
<$ L, (ii:.i:‘... ~‘~~S’“)(t,)-2J“q)(x)+S’U’(2x-~,)~dr, . ..dt / ;xj Y 
x 
<+Ln i//‘/.i.‘...j~“21r,-x~“df,...dr,I:x) 
I x 1 x 
1 
=-LL,(lt-xln+*;X). 
(1 + a& 
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Analogously we get for odd 4 
Now. for even q, h,,,,,r is again an extreme function referring to the quantity 
d(c, ; a; q; x). But this time also kn,il,., is an extreme function referring to 
d(L, : a; q; x) for odd q. I 
Remark. The results of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 generalize and improve 
some special results of Rathore 15; pp. 51. 54, 66: 6; 7 1. (Compare also 
Lehnhoff [ 1; pp. 129, 1311.) 
3. AN ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATION FOR L,(If - si":x) 
As we have seen in Section 2, in the theory of Nikolskii constants an 
important role is played by an asymptotic estimation for L,,(i t -- .Y~I’: .u). 
(I) For positive linear operators of form 
L,(f; x) := 1. f(u) h,(x. u) du. xE/f,nE 1J 
t 
with functions h, : 2 x X --t 11: ’ the following Theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3. I. Suppose, there exist a sequence (x,,),,,,, of positice 
numbers increasing to infinitJt with n, a positive function @from 2 into 1). a 
positive integer m and a real a, a < 112 such that 
are satisfied. 
(i) For x E (2)” the asymptotic relation 
n -* 03, (3.1) h,,(x, t) 2 \.‘&exp I 
hofdsuniformlyforalltEA~(x):=(tEli~:It-xl<k,) ^:. 
the following conditions 
(ii) For x E (2)” we haue 
L,((t - xp: x) = O,((&) “I), IZ’OO. 
Then for all x E (2)” and all 0 < b < 2m we get 
(Zn this connection (2)” means the interior of R!) 
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Prooj It is clear that lim,+,h,))” = 0. 
Thus for every x E (2)” there exists a positive integer no(x) with the 
property that A,(x) c X for all n > no(x). 
Hence we have 
L,(It - xl? x) = I,(x) + I,(x) 
with 
Z,(x) := 1. i u - .ylB h,(x, U) du 
.I,,li) 
and 
(II) For positive linear operators of form 
x E R, 
with an index set I c Z, a sequence ( Yk,,)kEZ,neN of positive functions from 
2 into R and a sequence (uk,n)k,L,nCN of points, which satisfy the conditions 
ak.n E x for k E I, n E FL 
a,,.,, < a,.,, for V, fi E L”, I’ < ,U, 
we obtain the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose, there exist a sequence (x,JnEN of positive 
numbers increasing to infinity with n, a positive function (9 from 2 into R, a 
positive integer m and a real a, a c 112, such that the following conditions 
are valid. 
(i) For every x E (2)” exists a positive integer n,,(x) with the 
property that 
A&):={kEIi”:lu,~,-x~ <(j&J o}cz for all n > n”(x). 
(ii) Uniformly for all k E A,(x) there holds 
la k+l,n-ak.n - I  o(kr’)~ n--too. 
(iii) For x E (2)” the asymptotic relation 
Yk.,(x)Iv (ak+,,n-a 
) x ‘A 
kJz) v Zn@(x) L 
-xn - 
exp 2@(x) 
(a, n -- x)Z . 
I 
(3.2) 
n + co, holds uniformly for all k E A,(x). 
(iv) For x E (2)” we have 
L,((t - X)Zm: x) = O,((x,) ‘,), n+co. 
Then for all x E (2)” and all 0 < ,0 < 2m we get 
L,(/t - x(O: x) s 
r((p+ 1)/2) 2@(x) lsl’? 
Jtt x, * !I- a3. i j 
Proof. Applying (iii) we obtain 
I,(x) := \‘ lak,n -- ~1” YkJx) 
kG.4JX) 
X)’ 
x exp 2@(x) I 
-x, (u -~ x)L 
I 
du, n-t co. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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To deduce (3.4) from (3.3) it is sufficient to remark that the integrand in 
(3.3) differs from 
I 
-;I, 
exp m (akqn - 4’ 
I 
by the factor 
[ 
-X, 
exp 20(x) (ok+ - U)(ak,n + u - 2x1 1 
which converges to 1 uniformly in k and u, if ak,n <u < ak+ ,,n and 
k E A,(x). 
(a) O<B< 1 
From the inequality 
we obtain by means of condition (ii) 
Uniformly in k E A,(x) and ak.n < u < ak+ ,,“. 
Hence 
1, (x) z vi& (r”’ ‘” /u - xIB exp [ & (u - x)‘] 0% 
ah .n 
+ O(h,) p4) 1.O’ ‘” exp 
L 
&(u-x)‘] du). n+ oc), 
. “I’.” 
where k”’ = k” + 1 and k” denotes the greatest as well as k’ the smallest k, 
for which the condition k E A,,(x) is satisfied. Putting 
we have 
ev(- -u’) du 






(b) P> 1. 
ForP> 1 thereexistqElN and~El~~‘,O<y< 1 withp=l~+s.Also 
By means of (3.5) and (3.7) we can verify the asymptotic relation (3.6) also 
for B> I. 
Moreover we obtain from condition (iv) for all p < 2m. 
From (3.6) and (3.8) the result of Theorem 3.2 follows by means ot 
condition (i). I 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 3. I and Theorem 3.2 were formulated and 
proved analogously to a special result of Rathore 15; pp. 40-46. 521. 
(2) With the general theory of this paper the author has obtained local 
Nikolskii constants for many of the operator sequences (e.g.. Baskakov 
operators. generalized Meyer-KG@ and Zeller operators. Gamma operators 
and Beta operators etc. cf. (2. 3 I). 
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